MANIFESTATION IN PORTUGAL PROMOTED BY THE
EXTREME RIGHT PARTY "NO MORE".
Saturday, June 27, 2020- Lisbon
In response to the countless anti-Racist demonstrations that we have seen around the
world, triggered by the death of Geoge Floyd, who in the meantime have proclaimed other
rights, as if these people did not know, such as against Police Abuse, Precariousness, Misery,
Persecutions, Hunger, Refugees/Migrants, deep down all the injustices that are under the
cloak of Capitalism, the NO MORE party (which is the most voted of the extreme right in
Portugal, having elected a deputy of the system), decided to respond with its demonstration,
saying it had about 1500 participants. I have no idea if the number launched is to be easily
exceeded, given the support it gathers in coffee talks and then make it a great party.
This party is characterized by a high populism and shameless vote hunting gathering
sympathies in the security forces, in people vulnerable to crime (but mainly to fear) and the
good part of the middle class that wants to lead a quiet and peaceful life, like everyone else
(but part of it, even if beside it someone is dying of hunger). Life imprisonment (any day
death penalty), chemical castration for paedophiles, insults to those who enjoy the Social
Integration Income, systematic attack on the situation of ethnic minorities (gypsies, blacks,
drug addicts, etc.), are among the proposals most heard
While calling for a respectful demonstration, as long as it is within their rules, they do not
prevent other organisations, smaller but admittedly anti-systemic, racist, supremasist-white,
anti-Islamic, anti-immigration and anti-refugee reception, which they call "cultural anti-

Marxism" - which for a true Marxist is something manufactured a little by Gramsci and the
Frankfurt school and which has nothing to do with Marxism, but well used by the Fascist
Bourgeoisie" may also be with some members, named former members of NOS - New Social
Order (identity organization, skinhead, neo-Nazi - which had appeal from its former leader),
in addition to citizens who review themselves in this party, groups or ideologies, such as
nostalgic Salazarists and Colonialists.
Just for this fact (for Portugal having maintained colonies until 1974, of the returnees having
returned - about half a million and about another half having spread around the world losing
resources that they kept in the ex-colonies - with the black indigenous people in a state of
civil inferiority, already shows an impossibility for racism not to exist in this country, even
more so with 16 years of colonial war with tens of thousands of dead).
Despite much ignorance (which unfortunately does not mean lack of education), many
reasons for revolt against the regime and system, when no other alternatives are visible to
the media, the Portuguese, besides CHEGA, whose leader began to be known as a football
commentator and mayor of the PSD (Right/Centre Right), with demagogic statements, antiGypsyism, and the political confidence of the party to which he then belonged was
withdrawn.
SYMBOL OF THE PARTY PROMOTING THE DEMONSTRATION AND ITS DEPUTY AND LEADER ANDRÉ VENTURA

All this is happening at a time when all the left-wing parties are united on State Budgets (PS,
PCP and BE) and the main opposition party PSD, does not present alternative solutions, let
alone the small conservative right-wing liberal and Christian Democrat party CDS, and
everything is provided for the growth of the party CHEGA and its populist leader André
Ventura.
They proclaim that existing racism results only from the radical left, or extreme left as they
like to enunciate, horny young people and opportunistic people, for whom "the worse the
better", that in Portugal there is no racist at all, and that the Portuguese people are the real
victims of the racists who call themselves anti-racists!
So what is missing to be a real solution? A workers' party that does not break its word,
unlike the others, with prospects for the future in Portugal and in Europe, because the
people have already begun to feel that our government is nothing more than a subsidiary of
the European Union and that it cannot survive in isolation for long either.
The people are also not interested in a mass influx of China allied to the CFP into a socialfascist government. The Comintern (HS) and its Portuguese Section of the Comintern (HS) in
(re-) construction remain among small groups of the extreme left without program or

strategic vision. Continuing the legacy of the Portuguese PCP (R), from the best times in
alliance with Albania (leader of the worldwide Marxist-Leninist movement until the early
1980s, after moving away from China). It is we and nobody else, the true defenders of a
socialist world, with sections spread over several countries and a coherent and updated
central organization.
We will not allow Nazi-fascism in any form to rule Europe again as in 1939/1945.
If you want to be part of something genuine, read the key documents on our website and
contact us. The struggle is difficult, but socialism is not a mirage.

Down with world imperialism - fascism and racism!
Long live the Red Front Fighters Alliance!
Long live the world dictatorship of the proletariat!
Against slander, betrayal, lies and the decontextualisation of the
experiences of true socialism!
Long live Stalinism-Hoxhaism!
Long live World Socialism and World Communism!
Long live the Portuguese Section of the Comintern (SH) in (re-)
construction!
Long live the Comintern (SH)!

